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INTRODUCTION
Information visualization as a discipline has developed largely in parallel with the computing technologies that have provided the rapid and precise graphical rendering of digital datasets. It has enabled the tangible representation of abstract information with a detail and volume that would not be possible without computer assistance. Consequently we have become accustomed to a visual style of information visualization that suggests 'computer production' along with the messages of objectivity and authority that can imply. In this paper we propose and explore an alternative visual style for information visualization that mimics hand-drawn graphics. We do so because sketchy depictions that imply human input into the design process offer different ways of communicating ideas of narrative, purpose, ownership, accuracy and aesthetic. At the same time, using the computer to generate these depictions maintains the advantages of interactive rapid processing of complex data. Sketchy graphics with hand-drawn appearance are not new to computer-generated visualization. Non-photorealistic rendering has been widely applied in medical, architectural and illustrative contexts. Sketching is common in user interface design and rapid prototyping, exploiting expectations that a hand-drawn design has not yet been finalised and is open to redesign. Yet in these contexts, the referent-the thing being symbolised graphically-is usually tangible, be it a building, skeletal structure or collection of interface elements. What has not been explored is the potential for sketchy graphics to represent the more abstract data common in information visualization. Unlike with tangible referents, there tends to be no agreed objective visual depiction of abstract data opening up new possibilities for representation.
The contributions of this paper are thus to propose the contexts in which sketchy information visualization may be of benefit; to provide an open source library for rapid production of sketchy information visualization; to provide an empirical evaluation of the perceptual consequences of sketchy rendering and to evaluate the higher-level impacts of sketchy information visualization.
RELATED WORK
Inspiration for the work reported in this paper to a large degree comes from the domain of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [11, 40] where sketchy rendering styles have been an important goal. Many techniques have been developed, from sketchy line rendering (e. g., [8, 10] ) to applying sketchy styles to shapes and 3D objects [31, 32, 37, 39, 46] . Important for our own work are specific attempts within the NPR community to understand how non-photorealistic images differ from traditional hand-made depictions, how people perceive imagery produced with NPR, and how sketchy styles can assist a certain goal [23] .
Researchers were naturally interested in understanding the differences between the computer-generated images they were producing and the hand-made images they were using as an inspiration. For example, Cole et al. [7] could confirm that most of the line types typically employed in NPR rendering are indeed the same as those that would also be naturally drawn by humans. In the context of illustrative visualization of 3D shapes, Isenberg et al. [25] compared pen-andink renderings between professional illustrators and NPR techniques. They found that people were generally able to tell both types apart but that participants would also use NPR results for different purposes than hand-drawn images. People preferred NPR specifically for detailed visualization, an observation that may be important for the use of sketchiness in the context of information visualization.
Early in the development of NPR as a field, researchers also investigated the effect that the images produced have on people. For example, the seminal work by Schumann et al. [38] specifically compared shaded images with the use of wireframe and sketchy line renderings in the domain of Computer-Aided Design (CAD). They found that images in a sketchy style are better suited for depicting early design stages, were found to be less artificial and more interesting, and were more inviting for people to discuss designs or suggest changes. The emotional affect of NPR visuals was later discussed and confirmed by others for different application domains within NPR [9, 16, 30] . Affecting people emotionally is an interesting observation, particularly the ability to invite active participation, and this forms part of the motivation for our own work to see whether similar effects can also be found for visuals that depict abstract data.
People also examined the usefulness of non-photorealistic images in assisting more specific goals. For example, Santella and DeCarlo [36] found not only that people are attracted to parts of an abstracted image that retain meaningful detail but also that using people's local interest in images can help to create useful NPR abstractions. Abstraction as introduced by NPR techniques was shown to also have an effect on how well people learn. Gooch et al. [12] demonstrated that computer-generated illustrations and caricatures of human faces are learned faster than the respective photographs but that they do not negatively affect people's ability to recognize faces. Tietjen et al. [41] examined the use of abstracting NPR styles for showing context in 3D medical visualizations and, in an evaluation with experts and laypeople, found that they can be employed to provide useful context information without affecting the focus of a visualization. Zanola et al. [47] found that rendering spatial data in a sketchy style decreased people's confidence in the underlying data quality. For two-dimensional scientific visualization, Healey et al. [17, 18] examined the use of NPR styles to increase the number of available visual variables, a goal that is also important for the visualization of abstract data.
In the specific domain of information visualization, however, not many stylistic depiction techniques have been explored to date-even though "information visualization never had the option to use photorealistic techniques due to the abstract nature of the data" as Rautek et al. [34] state. On the other hand, people naturally make frequent use of hand-drawn sketchy visualizations of abstract data, e. g., on traditional whiteboards [45] . Walny et al. report that people make use of intentional sketchiness in these settings to invite discussion and communication, similar to how it is used in interface design [14] and CAD [38] . Connecting the nature of sketchiness with a visualization task, Browne et al. [4] explored sketchy drawing as a means to support the interactive exploration of information visualizations, using techniques from sketch-based interaction to drive a visualization system. Sketchy rendering has only rarely been directly applied to information visualization. Luboschik et al. [28] use two techniques, a watercolor-inspired area fill for map-based visualizations and a wavy line style for visualizations such as parallel coordinates that use lines as their main primitive. The line as the primary primitive is also the focus of Boukhelifa et al.'s [3] work. They found that sketchiness is as intuitive as other visual variables (such as blur) for depicting uncertainty, and that it is possible for people to distinguish between 3 and 4 different discrete levels of sketchiness without the need to consult the legend. These results are encouraging for our own work but we want to look at sketchiness as a visual variable beyond the context of uncertainty and to extend beyond line primitives to examine areal shapes.
POTENTIAL FOR USE IN INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
We start our discussion by considering some of the potential uses of sketchy representation in information visualization. In particular, we highlight some of the opportunities that sketching offers to enhance the effectiveness of information visualization design.
Digital Prototyping
Perhaps the most widely established application of sketching in the computing domain is in the field of rapid prototyping of interfaces and visual design. It exploits our ability to generate visuals rapidly via hand-drawn sketching and affords quick and easy amendment and collaborative development of visual design [14] . The fluidity of design that results from using hand-drawn sketches and the 'permission' it gives to continue to amend is one of the reasons digital facsimiles of sketches are often used in user interface prototyping. This, in turn, may encourage annotation and involvement in the design process [38] . Prototyping software (e. g., Balsamiq; www.balsamiq.com) can provide sketchy rendering to facilitate the discussion of interface designs.
Yet for exploring designs for information visualization, incorporating rich data into such mockups is more challenging. The studies of Lloyd and Dykes [27] suggest that prototyping of data visualization designs with domain experts requires the ability to work with real, or at least realistic, data in mockups. Since the act of data exploration and discovery is often what is being explored there is a need to be able to render data as well as interfaces in a sketchy style. If interaction design is to be explored in a data visualization context, the ability to filter, refine and reproject real and potentially complex data while maintaining the benefits of sketchy prototypes is required. This may be taken a step further by allowing sketchy visual interaction to be incorporated into the prototyping process [15] .
Sketchy Visual Variables
An interesting possibility for information visualization is to consider 'sketchiness' as a visual variable [3] . It may be viewed as such because it can be altered somewhat independently of other visual variables such as shape, size, and orientation and may have the capacity to carry information in its own right. If we define sketchiness as being the degree to which graphic marks are perturbed either in terms of spatial position (e. g., 'wobbly' lines) or graphical consistency (e. g., variation in line thickness or intensity), sketchiness has the potential to represent ratio-scale data. A value of 0 would be represented with no spatial or graphical perturbation and increasing magnitude represented by a proportional increase in perturbation. Fig. 2 shows an example where the degree of sketchiness of each circular symbol is used to indicate geographic displacement on a ratio scale.
The success of this approach depends on our ability to perceive the degree of sketchiness on a scale proportional to that of the measurement of the represented data. Or more precisely, using Bertin's classification [2, 5] , can sketchiness be selective (allow a symbol's sketchiness to distinguish it from others in a group), associative (allow symbols with similar sketchiness to be grouped together), quantitative (allow measurements to be read from the degree of sketchiness), and orderable (allow sketchiness to be perceived on an ordinal scale)?
Some aspects of data may be more amenable to representation by sketchiness than others. An obvious candidate would be characteristics of data uncertainty. This may include the more measureable characteristics of accuracy and precision, although Boukhelifa et al. [3] found that users generally did not intuitively associate line sketchiness with measurement accuracy. Some of the other aspects of uncertainty identified by MacEachren et al. [29] such as completeness, consistency, lineage, currency, credibility, and subjectivity may be better represented with sketchiness since they do not have obvious or agreed symbolic representation via other visual variables.
One of the weaknesses of sketchy representation is that it typically has a lower data/ink ratio than its more precisely rendered equivalent. Techniques such as hachuring or double-stroking may add 'ink' to the graphic without significant addition of information. Tufte's discussion of chart junk [42] identifies hachuring of bar chart symbols as unnecessary distractions that divert the reader's eye away from the data. While this observation was made in an era before the widespread use of computer-generated data graphics, there may be an additional distraction effect with modern digitally generated sketchy graphics in that their comparative rarity may focus too much attention on their rendering rather than the data they represent.
Aesthetics and Narrative
The attention-grabbing character of some sketchy rendering that Tufte identifies as problematic may also be part of its appeal. When most data-rich information visualization is generated via computer and in a style that could not be drawn by hand, the sketchy graphic can stand apart. Designers and users of sketchy data visualization have commented on the visual appeal of sketchiness [20] or its 'artsy appeal' [44] . The hand-drawn information visualizations featured in the XKCD web comic (e. g., xkcd.com/832) have attracted much attention, in part because of their intricate beauty combined with the irreverence implied by the sketchy comic style.
Isolating what it is about sketchy information visualization design that invokes a positive emotional response is challenging but we hypothesize possible causes. The imprecision suggested by sketchy features may reinforce perceptions of simplicity (e. g., Fig. 3 or [24] ) and thus reduce the expectation of cognitive effort required to interpret the visual scene. Tversky's work on sketching and visual thinking [43] suggested that sketches are more likely to omit irrelevant information and therefore simplify interpretation and reveal the sketcher's conception of a domain. Yet sketching may make some details harder to interpret (e. g., the small islands of SE Asia in Fig. 3 or 'poor' handwritten text such as the caption in Fig. 1 ). In terms of the work of Hullman et al. [21] , the 'disfluence' created by sketchy rendering may, in some contexts aid understanding by focusing attention of the reader.
The idea that 'intension' is revealed in a sketch with greater clarity than with conventional data visualization, may also form part of its appeal. Fig. 1 shows a relatively simple dataset, but its hand-crafted appearance implies manual effort has gone into its construction and, therefore, that the graphic was authored for a purpose. The greater the apparent effort that is implied by the graphic (e. g., see Fig. 4 ), the more importantly that purpose may be perceived. We might, therefore, hypothesize that sketchy information visualization has a role to play in constructing visualization narratives where an author's voice is important. It may have an important framing effect [22] on the narrative. 
THE HANDY RENDERING LIBRARY
While illustrative rendering techniques have been available for some time, their availability to a wider audience who may wish to construct sketchy information visualization is more limited. Existing software to support sketchy rendering tends to be limited to user interface rapid prototyping (e. g., Microsoft Sketchflow) or specific domains such as CAD or architecture (e. g., Google Sketchup). To widen participation in constructing sketchy graphics for information visualization we have created the Handy library (gicentre.org/handy) for the widely used graphics programming environment Processing (processing.org). The design goal of this library was to allow users to easily re-render existing Processing applications in a sketchy style. We achieved this by creating an alternative renderer for Processing that contains the standard set of drawing commands familiar to Processing programmers (see Fig. 5 ). In addition, we used the factory method design pattern to enable the Handy renderer to be plugged in to existing higher-level Processing libraries such as chart, treemap, and cartographic libraries with minimal changes to existing code.
The basis for our library is to redefine the drawing of the straight line primitive between input points A and B with a slightly curved line (see Fig. 6 ). This was inspired by Gradwohl's [13] approach but we do not model line drawing with the sophistication of some NPR techniques (e. g., [1, 37] ). Our approach, instead, focuses on fast rendering, enabling interaction in a sketchy style. The degree of a line's sketchiness is controlled by a roughness parameter r measured in pixel units. r defines the radius within which the two endpoints of the line are randomly perturbed (with a uniform random deviate). In addition, approximately 75% along the length of the line an additional vertex is added at a random displacement within r, orthogonal to the straight line AB. To avoid aliasing effects when close parallel lines are drawn, the position of the displacement is itself randomly selected with a range of 10% of the distance AB. Finally, to mimic hand-drawn control, the line is 'bowed' by adding a midpoint vertex randomly perturbed within 0.5% of AB. The four vertices are joined using a Catmull-Rom spline (implemented in Processing with the curveVertex() command). To create a more sketchy effect, each line is rendered twice with uniform random selection of displacement vertices. Increasing r can thus increase the sketchy appearance of the rendered line. The sketchy line primitive is used to construct other straight edged polygons (see Fig. 5 ). Because the vertex displacement of each line has an equal chance of being to the left or right of the vector AB, there is, on average, no net change in the area of polygons constructed this way regardless of the roughness r. For ellipse rendering a related approach was taken (see Fig. 7 ). Here Catmull-Rom spline vertices are defined radially around the ellipse centroid with a uniform random perturbation r. To mimic the hand-drawn habit of overlap between the start and end of a circle stroke, the penultimate vertex is joined to the second vertex defining the ellipse. This tends to flatten the shape near the end of the stroke and leaves a 'tail' and a short overlap (o s and o e in Fig. 7 ). While the flattening will result in a small reduction in the area of the closed portion of the ellipse, this is countered by the 'tail' o s falling on the outside of the shape. Where r is sufficiently large, it is possible for the vertices around the tail and flattened sections of the curve to overlap. When joined with the Catmull-Rom spline this can result in a 'flourish' across the centre of the ellipse (see, for example, the filled circles in Fig. 9 ). This may be a desirable way of helping to distinguish higher and lower levels of roughness r. The Handy library provides the option to fill all closed shapes with hachures (see Fig. 5 ). These are implemented by simply drawing lines in sketchy style within the outline shapes, as inspired by other work [1] . Line intersection between the unsketchy geometry is used to define the endpoints A and B necessary to contain hachures approximately within the shape boundary. The visual appearance of the rendered shapes can be further customised by changing fill colors, line thicknesses, hachure density, and hachure angle. To facilitate production of sketchy graphics the Handy library offers a number of preset styles based on different line thickness, density and color settings (see Fig. 8 ). 
LOW-LEVEL EVALUATION
We conducted a series of controlled experiments to explore the effects of sketchy rendering on graphical perception [6] . Our particular objectives were twofold: to determine the degree to which the sketchiness of graphic primitives could be consistently perceived; and to explore the effects of sketchy rendering on information carrying characteristics of a rendered shape. We constructed trials using rectangles and circles as simple examples of primitives comprising straight and curved edges.
We used a mixed-design, varying shape between subjects with three tasks conducted within each shape condition. These involved comparison of pairs of shapes with the following variations: 1. sketchiness: size of shapes was held constant, sketchiness varied ( Fig. 9(a) ); 2. size: size of shapes varied, no sketchy rendering applied ( Fig. 9(b) ); 3. size with sketchiness: size of shapes varied, with sketchiness constant within trial, but varying across experiment ( Fig. 9(c) ).
We focused on size as a secondary visual variable as its graphical perception has been thoroughly researched [6, 19, 26] . Historical results have been reproduced in recent online experiments that have provided additional information about the way that the sizes of shapes are estimated [19] . Within the size comparison tasks, the ratio of sizes between the pairs of shapes displayed were randomly selected from the set {32%, 48%, 58%, 72%} to address possible differences due to response bias [26] . Aspect ratios of rectangles were consistent within each trial with random selection from the set { [26] .
In the sketchiness tasks, we varied the roughness parameter r randomly from r = 0 to r = 18 pixel units (as defined in Section 4) since our informal experiments with this characteristic suggested that, in contrast to the perception of size, the perception of relative roughness may be effective where values are extreme.
We were keen to explore the effects of the fill style on perception and so controlled for these characteristics. Three fill conditions were presented to each participant within each task:
1. outline: outlines of shapes with no internal filling ( Fig. 9(d) ); 2. hachured: sketchy rendering of outlines and internal filling with sketchy hachures (Fig. 9(e) ); 3. solid: outlines of shapes with solid (non-sketchy) internal filling ( Fig. 9(f) ).
Participants were presented with a series of 8 trials consisting of pairs of shapes of varying sizes and sketchiness for each fill condition, as shown in Fig. 9 . Our experimental design thus consisted of 72 unique trials within each experiment: 3(task) × 3( f ill) × 8(pairs o f shapes with replication), closely following the protocols used in previous studies [6, 26] . In each trial we asked participants to estimate the relative size or sketchiness based upon the visual characteristics of the two shapes through "quick visual judgments" [6] , with the aim of responding within a few seconds. In accordance with established protocols, in size comparison tasks, we asked participants to select the smaller shape and judge its percentage size in relation to the larger. Examples of size comparison stimuli are shown in Fig. 9(b) -(f) and in Fig. 10(a) ,(c). In the sketchiness task participants were asked to select the less sketchy shape and then judge its percentage sketchiness in relation to the sketchier shape ( Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(b) ). Trials were ordered by task and by fill condition. In addition to varying sketchiness and relative size as described, trials were differentiated by variations in rectangle aspect ratio and minor random variations in symbol position and absolute size.
Using the Handy library we developed a Java applet to conduct the experiment online. Whilst we lost some control of the conditions under which the task was undertaken, this approach enabled us to access participants effectively and log results efficiently. We minimised differences by asking participants to maximise the browser window, to set the zoom level to 100% and to ensure that the area in which the applet ran was at least 1,000 pixels wide. Participants were asked to activate keyboard focus and were given two introductory trials involving one size and one sketchiness comparison task. As in the introductory trials, shapes were shown one above the other in all experimental trials, and selected by clicking, with proportions recorded through a horizontally orientated slider (Fig. 10 ). This slider was set to zero at the start of each trial to encourage a response.
Participants and Pre-Processing
We recruited 137 unpaid volunteers to participate in our study through mailing lists and social networks. Of these, 84 completed the tasks in full, with 42 participating in each shape condition. In line with recent studies [6, 19] , we analyzed our data using the log transformed absolute error of participants' judgments. The absolute error AbsErr =| judged percent −truepercent | returns the amount of difference between a participant's judgment of a magnitude difference and the true difference between the two tested stimuli. We log-transformed the absolute error as recommended by Cleveland & McGill [6] as: log 2 ( 1 8 + AbsErr). Pre-processing drew attention to a systematic bias in 4 sets of responses to the sketchiness task. Each consistently recorded high judged percent differences in the case of low true percent differences and vice versa (r 2 > 0.33 for true roughness ratio vs. judged roughness ratio with strong negative gradient < −0.2). These participants were omitted from our subsequent analysis leading to 80 completed experiments and 5,760 responses across all trials.
Analysis and Results
Initially we analyzed responses to the size estimation tasks undertaken without sketchiness. Performance in the size task was significantly worse in the case of circles (r 2 = .35) than rectangles (r 2 = .56) , with an unpaired t-test returning t(1918) = 5.436, p < .001. However, unlike [26] , we did not find a statistically significant difference between the aspect ratios under consideration ( 2 ) in the rectangle trials through ANOVA : F(2, 76) = .883, p = .418.
We then explored a series of four research questions relating to our experimental objectives.
1. Can the degree of sketchiness be perceived on a ratio scale?
We found strong evidence for this being true, but with low levels of precision and high levels of variability between people. Judged ratios were correlated with true ratios (r 2 = .23, p < .001) across the 1,920 sketchiness trials with little variation between the circle (r 2 = .24) and rectangle (r 2 = .21) conditions. An independent samples t-test did not show a significant difference in how the sketchiness of the two shapes was judged: t(1918) = 1.232, p = .218. However, judgments are error prone with RMS error for all estimates at 30%. Individual performance was very variable, with r 2 ranging from 0.0 to 0.9 Fig. 11 . Scatterplots of true sketchiness ratio (X) vs. judged sketchiness ratio (Y) for all sketchiness trials for all respondents (grey) with two individuals selected (red). The substantial errors are evident (RMSE = 32% overall), but the black line of best fit shows an overall positive correlation (r 2 = 0.23). The two selected individuals (red highlights and regression line) respond consistently (r 2 > 0.7) but measured error is greater for the respondent on the left (r 2 = 0.71, RMSE = 40%) than the right (r 2 = 0.75, RMSE = 16%) due to the different scaling factor in determining sketchiness.
(N = 80, M = 0.38, SD = 0.24) and individual RMS error ranging from 11% to 56% (N = 80, M = 30.4, SD = 8.8). Some of this error can be explained by the differing scaling factors applied by participants (resulting in high absolute error) in their relative judgments despite within experiment consistency (and associated high r 2 ) as Fig. 11 illustrates.
Does sketchiness have an effect on people's ability to estimate the relative area of shapes?
We found strong evidence that the error in relative size judgments significantly increased when the size with sketchy task was compared to the size task. For circles a paired samples t-test showed a significant difference in errors for the size (M = 3.3, SD = 0.64) and size with sketchiness trials (M = 3.7, SD = 0.47),t(41) = −5.1, p < .001. Likewise, a paired samples t-test on rectangle showed a significant difference in errors for size (M = 2.9, SD = 0.66) and size with sketchiness trials (M = 3.1, SD = 0.66),t(38) = −2.460, p = .019.
3. Does the interior styling of sketchily rendered shapes have an effect on people's ability to estimate their relative sizes or sketchiness?
We found evidence that fill style can have an effect on the estimation of the size of sketchy circles. A repeated measures ANOVA identified a significant effect of fill style on absolute error for the size with sketchiness task in the case of circles: F(2, 80) = 3.365, p = .04. Subsequent pair-wise comparisons did not show a significant result, but revealed a trend for error to be higher in the case of outline fill style than in the hachured (p=.08) or solid (p=.09). A repeated measures ANOVA did not find a significant effect of fill style on absolute error in the rectangle trials: F(1, 76) = 2.410, p = .097. The trend detected is in line with the findings for circles, but our renderer seems to be making size estimation more difficult in sketchy circles with no fill.
In terms of fill style and sketchiness estimation we found no evidence of an effect, despite the additional sketchy fill in the hachure cases. Repeated measures ANOVA conducted on responses to trials involving the two shapes found no differences in sketchiness estimation relating to fill style in either case -circles: F(2, 80) = .086, p = .918; rectangles: F(2, 76) = .003, p = .997.
Do shape type or sketchiness influence the accuracy or precision of measurement estimates?
To analyze the effect of sketchiness on accuracy we aggregated trials into three roughness bins: r <= 2 (low); 2 < r < 5 (middle); r >= 5 (high); A repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of roughness bin on the accuracy of relative size estimation in the case of circles: F(2, 80) = 13.352, p < .001. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (adjusted with Bonferroni for multiple comparisons) showed that trials classified as low were significantly different than high (p < .001) and that judgments made in middle trials were significantly different to those categorized as high (p < .001). Thus, the relative sizes of pairs of circles with roughness < 5 were significantly more difficult to judge than those classified as less sketchy. Conversely, a repeated measures ANOVA on trials involving rectangles did not show a significant effect of roughness bin on the accuracy of relative size estimation: F(2, 76) = .582, p = .561. So whilst size estimation appears to be affected by our broad categorization of roughness in the case of circles, we cannot show this effect for rectangles where size estimation under the three levels of roughness was not performed with any significant difference (Fig. 12) .
Roughness Bin Mean Absolute Error
To consider precision we analyzed the final digits used in the judgments made. We found no significant difference in the digits used for sketchy vs. non-sketchy shapes (all conditions, χ 2 = .65), or for the estimates made of the sizes of non-sketchy rectangles and circles (χ 2 = .73). However in the case of non-sketchy size estimation a difference was suggested between shapes (χ 2 = .075) with a tendency for round numbers (those ending in 0 and 5) to be used to estimate relative rectangle size. We did detect a significant difference in the digits used to estimate relative sketchiness between shapes. Once again, round numbers were associated with rectangles with χ 2 = .024 providing strong evidence for differences in precision between estimates of the relative sketchiness of circles and rectangles. In summary our low-level experiments found that:
• sketchiness can be perceived on a scale, though not consistently amongst all participants -performance in the sketchiness estimation tests was very variable, • our renderer has different perceptual effects when applied to different shapes, and • sketchy rendering results in greater error for relative size estimation tasks despite having little actual effect on true area ratios.
Discussion
The implications are that sketchiness can be perceived, but with low accuracy and precision, and may be best used as a single visual variable to represent ordinal information. However, interesting interactions occur in the case of composite symbols. Our results suggest that there is scope for applying low levels of perceivable sketchiness to some shapes with minimal effect on size estimation: rectangles are a good candidate. Performance did not benefit from a sketchy fill in the case of rectangles, with sketchy outlines seeming an adequate means of graphically encoding information. There is thus scope for combining sketchy outlines with solid fill for bivariate symbols. Rectangles seem to perform more effectively and consistently than circles in this capacity when sketchiness is applied, perhaps due to the lack of curves in their geometry and the flourish used in our renderer to imbue sketchiness in circle outlines (see Fig. 9 ), which are most dominant in the non-filled case. Rectangles are also a more effective shape in terms of size estimation in general. Consideration of individual differences warrants further study as our analysis reveals substantial variation in performance between participants. Strong performances amongst a minority may be due to chance, but profiles include some relatively consistent individual responses with very different scalings. It does not seem inappropriate to hypothesize that this capacity for consistent judgments along different individual scalings or notions of sketchiness might be used advantageously with a common agreed baseline and calibration. As such, training, communication and reference materials might establish consistency between individuals in more applied settings-should sketchiness be used as a visual variable. Experiments to study such effects in both response trials and more applied contexts would be useful additions to these preliminary tests.
HIGH-LEVEL EXPLORATORY EVALUATION
Beyond low-level perception of sketchiness, we were interested in its general influence on viewers. In particular, we were interested in the effects of a partially sketchy (i. e., hybrid) or a completely sketchy visualization on people's willingness to engage with the depicted data, to discuss it, and to participate in the development of a visualization. We were motivated by previous work in the NPR community [38] that found that sketched architectural drawings elicited higher participation, engagement, and willingness to critique than realistically rendered 3D models. However, we were aware that the influence of a visualization on its viewers and analysts may depend on a number of factors other than the sketchy style such as the type of data, the type of representation, or the motivation of the viewer. We, therefore, decided to conduct an exploratory study in which we wanted to examine a wider variety of different datasets and tasks to glean a first insight into the possible effect of sketchiness in general. In this study we were not hoping to derive concrete answers but instead derive further hypotheses on the influence of sketchiness to test in future experiments.
Study Design
We designed a between-subjects experiment in which participants were shown visualizations to annotate. People were assigned to one of two conditions. In the sketchy condition (SC) participants were given hybrid (partially sketchy and partially non-sketchy) or completely sketchy visualizations. In the normal condition (NC) participants saw completely non-sketchy visualizations. The first four tasks required participants to annotate visualizations and use them in a hypothetical scenario that involved some sort of subsequent presentation, while the final one required the participants to critique a visualization and suggest improvements to it. Of the first four visualizations, half were created such that their sketchy version was a hybrid design, while the other half of the sketchy visualizations used a completely sketchy style. The first four tasks were also created with different levels of personal relevance such that we could see whether the annotation behaviour would change with respect to how much the participants would be personally affected. We used willingness to annotate a visualization as an indirect measure of engagement with it.
Tasks
In the first scenario, participants were shown a bar graph of the revenue development of a company (non-sketchy or hybrid, Fig. 13 ) and asked to envision presenting it in a board meeting, discussing the trends for the past and projected future development of the company. In the second scenario, participants were asked to envision being a city employee and having to report to the city council about the use of stations in a public bicycle hire scheme. They received a visualization that showed the stations distributed over the city with a circle per station, in which the circle's size indicated the capacity of each station and the fill level of the circle showed how many bikes are available on average (non-sketchy or sketchy, Fig. 14) . Participants had to argue that certain locations had problems with bike distribution: some stations being frequently empty with others typically full. In the third scenario, participants envisioned meeting a friend the next day who wants to donate EUR 500 to a campaign to fight environmental crime and who requested an opinion about which type of cause to support. Each participant was asked to use a visualization consisting of two pie charts with reported and estimated numbers of different types of environmental crime (non-sketchy or hybrid, Fig. 15 ) to convince their friend to support a particular cause. Scenario 4 asked participants to envision having a personal competition with a close friend about physical exercise and weight loss, and asked them to report in an e-mail about their own recorded calorie intake and exercise activity of the past few weeks using an area chart (non-sketchy or sketchy, Fig. 16 ) and to explain parts of the data (Christmas meals and a period of illness). Finally, in the fifth scenario participants had to critique a network graph visualization produced by someone else (non-sketchy or sketchy, Fig. 17 ) in which several mistakes were intentionally included (bad formatting and typography, bad visualization design, etc.). In tasks 1-4, participants were asked to annotate the presented image from scenarios 1-4 using basic drawing tools and to provide textual bullet points for a PowerPoint slide or an e-mail according to the envisioned scenarios. The order of the scenarios was randomly assigned to the tasks. However, Scenario 5 was always presented as the last task as it differed in style from the other four.
Apparatus
We created a Java applet that, for each evaluation task, presented the participants with the described scenarios. The applet was 1200 × 800 pixels in size and shown within a web browser, requiring a screen size of just over 1200 × 800 pixels. At the start of the study, the participants were instructed to set their browser's zoom level to 100% and were only allowed to proceed when done. Per task, each participant was first shown the image to be annotated together with the scenario description, after which they were shown the image in its full size together with image annotation tools, a text box for the textual bullet points, and a repetition of the task description. The image annotation tools included the ability to select from four colors (black, red, blue, and green), to select one of five drawing tools (freehand, straight line, arrow, rectangle, and ellipse), and to place text labels. For the first task, the default color was always black, while the initially selected drawing/writing tool was determined randomly. Participants could advance between tasks by clicking on a "proceed" button. At the end of each study session, which took approximately 20-25 minutes per person, each participant was asked to enter demographic information including age range, gender, amount of experience with data visualization, and general comments about the study. 
Participants
We recruited 52 unpaid participants (40 male, 12 female) via personal e-mails and social networking posts to participate in our Web-based evaluation. Participants were predominantly in the 22-34 years age group (31 participants) and 11 participants were between 35-44 years of age. All but three participants reported to have at least monthly exposure to data charts (19 daily, 15 weekly, 15 monthly).
Results
We analyzed the number of annotations per condition and task as well as the length of annotations as a way to study annotation coverage. We also analyzed the types of annotations people made quantitatively and assessed the quality of the critique for Task 5. Overall, we found relatively high and equal engagement in both conditions based on the quantitative measures, with a median of 7 annotations in the sketchy conditions and 6 in the normal condition and a slightly longer annotation length in the normal condition. Overall, however, these differences were not statistically significant. We, therefore, focus on reporting our qualitative assessment of the difference between the two conditions. Scenario 1: In this hybrid scenario only part of the data was drawn in a sketchy style for SC. For both conditions participants drew the same type of annotations including trendlines, highlights of data items and ranges, data labels and comments-all only with slightly varying counts between the conditions. 29% of participants in SC used freehand annotations but also 25% of participants in the normal condition did so. We also analyzed the spatial distribution of comments across the charts that referred to the past (always drawn non-sketchy) and the future (drawn in sketchy style in SC). We observed a slight trend for participants to draw more annotations in SC that referred to the future (53% of annotations) compared to the normal condition where only 47% of annotations referred to this part. Overall, however, the difference between the annotation styles was relatively small. Scenario 2: In this scenario participants annotated a bike map of London. We found that they drew slightly more annotations in SC (median = 10) vs. NC (median = 7). The type of annotations in both conditions were fairly similar and largely concentrated on highlighting data regions with circles. In SC, 46% of participants drew at least one freehand annotation while only 36% did so in NC. Labels were significantly more common in SC (p = .044 using a Mann-Whitney U test). 46% of participants in SC used labels to provide a legend for their annotations while only 11% of participants in NC did so. Considering the spread of annotations (Fig. 18) we noticed a tendency for participants in NC to highlight the same four regions, while the annotations in SC seemed to be more spread across the map.
Scenario 3: This was a hybrid scenario with more personal data than the company stock data of Scenario 1. We saw a stronger difference between SC and NC for this task. The overall annotation count Normal Condition Sketchy Condition Fig. 18 . Region annotations for Scenario 2 for both conditions (labels and color removed), showing a tendency for annotations to be more concentrated on specific regions in the normal condition.
was similar with a median count of 4 items. Most annotations highlighted specific data items, such as one sector of a pie chart using circles and arrows. In SC, 38% of participants used freehand annotations while only 14% did so in NC. We found a strong difference between the two scenarios on where annotations were placed and what part of the data they referred to. In NC 42% of annotations were drawn in the left half and 43% in the right half of the image. Similarly, 44% of annotations referred to the left pie chart and 45% to the right. In SC where the right pie chart was drawn in a sketchy style only 23% of annotations were drawn on the left side and only 26% referred to the left pie. Instead, 46% were drawn on the right (the remainder in between the two) and 54% of annotations referred to the right pie chart.
Scenario 4: In this scenario participants annotated an area chart of exercise and eating habits. To do so they largely used arrows and circles to highlight specific points in the data and labels to describe their highlight. We again saw a stronger tendency for participants in SC to annotate their data (88% vs. 54% in NC). People also used emoticons more often than in other scenarios (36% of participants in NC and 33% in SC). About the same percentage of participants in both conditions used freehand annotations (29%). Besides the difference in annotation, however, we found no strong difference between the two conditions. Scenario 5: This scenario was different from the others in that participants had to critique a visualization of a circular graph layout. To do so participants used a large number of different techniques including highlights with arrows, circles, or lines and data annotations and comments. We again observed a stronger tendency for participants in SC to use data labels (33% vs. 21%) and comment labels (33% vs. 11%). Interestingly, 46% of participants in NC used freehand annotations for this task but only 29% in SC. The use of emoticons was also more prevalent in NC (18% vs. 4%). We had designed the visualization to critique with eight main problems including wrong labels, label/node overlap, structure, etc. Most participants critiqued the structure of the layout: in NC 25% of participants included little sketches or annotations for how to restructure the graph while 42% of participants did so in SC. Other problems such as a wrong data legend were commented on relatively equally between the two conditions.
Questionnaire: In the questionnaire we elicited mainly demographic information but also included a general comment box that participants could fill in as they wished. While we had not initially intended to analyze the data from this field, we noticed a strong bias in the comments. 43% of participants in NC gave negative comments about the study or interface while only 17% in SC did so. Instead, 29% of participants in SC reported that the study was fun or very interesting while only 7% of the participants in NC did so.
Discussion
Overall, the results of the second study led us to derive a number of hypotheses to study further. In particular, we noticed a strong difference in how people reacted to sketchiness across the wide variety of different datasets and scenarios we tested. For some visualizations engagement-as studied through annotation-was fairly similar overall, for other some others there were differences. The strongest difference between both styles was observed in the hybrid Scenario 3 where participants were indeed led to more engagement with the sketchy pie chart. Several factors could have set this scenario apart from others, in particular the other hybrid scenario: first, the type of data may have been more engaging than the financial data of our other hybrid scenario; secondly, the aesthetics of the sketched pie and, in particular, its stylistic difference to the other pie chart may have drawn attention more strongly. The non-hybrid scenarios and to a lesser extent also Scenario 1 had an overall more similar aesthetic across the picture so that perhaps differences were not as pronounced. Another indicator that sketchiness draws engagement with the data differently may be the overall spread of responses for Scenario 2. It would be very interesting to study further whether certain data characteristics were muted or overpowered by the sketchy style of the graphic which could be an indicator of sketchiness actually being detrimental for certain types of analyses. It was interesting to note that participants in SC seemed to have an overall more pleasant experience conducting the study as indicated by the more prevalent positive comments. Norman [33] argues that aesthetically pleasing objects appear to be more effective and that decision making depends on both cognition and affect. Similar observations have previously been reported in the domain of NPR [9, 16] . A venue for further research on sketchiness, therefore, would be to see whether it is perceived as aesthetically (more) pleasing and whether it affects people's experience and decision making with visualization tools. Further exploration of the types of data and phenomena for which sketchy styles and sketchiness as a visual variable would be most appropriate is warranted-not all types of data and tasks may be influenced to the same degree, as our exploratory study revealed.
CONCLUSION
Our initial investigations into the use of sketchy information visualization are promising. We have demonstrated the ability to implement sketchy rendering in a range of information visualizations. By providing a library for the Processing environment we create the opportunity for researchers and designers to implement sketchy rendering with little extra programming effort. It offers new possibilities for information visualization design, especially as a visual variable with selective, associative and orderable qualities. Real world applications include digital prototyping of data-rich information visualization designs, visualization of uncertain data, and 'casual' data visualization for nonexpert audiences. It offers new opportunities to the designer wishing to shape the aesthetic of data-rich information visualization. The role of sketchy rendering in highly interactive design offers intriguing possibilities where the apparent hand drawn sketch comes 'off the page' as the user interacts with it.
Sketchy information visualization offers the prospect of greater engagement, as demonstrated by our high level annotation tasks and positive affect. It is not clear to which degree such responses may be due to the novelty of the visual appearance as opposed to the intrinsic properties of sketchy design. Further work is required to assess its narrative framing effect, especially through its ability to add a more human touch to the visualization design. One possible mechanism for emphasizing human input and purpose would be to animate the evolution of a sketched graphic, as if the viewer is watching a picture being drawn in front of them, much as in the style of the 'RSA Animate' series [35] .
Our low-level perception experiments revealed that introducing sketchiness to the rendering of simple shapes does reduce ability to make judgments about their relative size despite it have little effect on the actual sizes of rendered shapes. That ability to judge relative size is itself dependent on combinations of the shape being judged and the amount of sketchiness applied. Judgements about relative sketchiness are imprecise and error prone. But some consistency amongst individuals suggests that with experience and calibration, this may be improved. Additional work is required to assess whether and how this may be best achieved. Our experiments suggest that sketchiness may be reliably used as a visual variable on an ordinal scale, but that caution should be exercised when representing interval or ratio scale data. Further work is also required to assess the perceptual impacts of introducing sketchy design to the more complex assemblages of graphic symbols common in information visualization.
